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96. A Necessary and Sufficient Condition under which
dim (X Y)----dim X+dim Y

By Yukihiro KODAMh
(Comm. by K. KUNUG, M.J.)., July 12, 1960)

1. Introduction. Let X and Y be locally compact fully normal
spaces. It is well known that the relation dim (X Y)dim X+dim
Y holds, where dim means the covering dimension (cf. [12). But, the
following stronger relation (,) does not hold in general:

dim (X Y)-dim X-dim Y.
Some necessary conditions in order that the relation (,) hold have
been obtained by E. Dyer" and the author?.) However, these condi-
tions are not a sufficient condition? The object of this paper is to
obtain a necessary and sufficient condition under which the relation
(,) is true.

Let G be an abelian group. The homological dimension of X
with respect to G (notation: D,(X" G)) is the largest integer n such
that there exists a pair (A, B) of closed subsets of X whose n-dimen-
sional (unrestricted) Cech homology group H(A, B" G)) with coefficients
in G is not zero. A space X is called full-dimensional with respect
to G if D,(X" G)-dim X. Let us use the following notations: R----the
additive group of all rationals, Z--the additive group of all integers,
Rl--the factor group R/Z, Qp-the p-primary component of R1 for
a prime p, Zq--the cyclic group with order q(-Z/qZ), Z(%)--the
limit group of the inverse system [Zpi’h+l; i--l, 2,...}, where .
is a natural homomorphism from Z/ onto Z. We shall prove the
following theorem.

Theorem. Let X and Y be locally compact fully normal spaces.
In order that the relation dim (X Y) dim X+dim Y hold it is
necessary and sucient that at least one of the following four con-
ditions be satisfied:
(1) X and Y are full-dimensional with respect to R.
2 X and Y are full-dimensional with respect to Z for a prime p.
3 X and Y are full-dimensional with respect to Z(%) and Q for

a prime p respectively.
4 X and Y are full-dimensional with respect to Q, and Z(%) for

a prime p respectively.

1) Cf. [5, Theorem 4.1].
2) Cf. [10, Theorem 5].
3) Cf. [5, p. 141].
4) Cf. [4] and [9, p. 96].
5) Cf. [8, p. 385].
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As Prof. K. Morita pointed out, there exists an intimate relation
between the groups Q and R, where R is the additive group of
all rationals whose denominators are coprime with p. Therefore, in
case X and Y are compact spaces, our theorem is a consequence of
Bockstein’s and Dyer’s theorems (cf. 2, 3 and _5). We shall give
a simple and direct proof of the above theorem without making use
of any duality and Bockstein’s theorem.

2. Lemmas
Let X be a fully normal space (el. 13). By a covering we

mean a locally finite open covering. Let G and H be abelian groups
and p a homomorphisms of G into H. Let us define an auxiliary
dimension function d,(X" ). Suppose that there exist a pair (A, B)
of closed subsets and a covering 1[0 of X having the following prop-
erties: whenever 3 is any refinement of t0, we have 0--,II,H(M,
N" G)H(K, L’H), where (K, L) and (M, N) are the pairs of the
nerves of t0 and corresponding to (A, B), II, and , are natural
homomorphisms induced by a projection II" (M, N)-->(K, L) and the
homomorphism p: GH. Then we shall write d,(X" p)n. If we
have d,(X" p):>n, but not d,(X" )i for any in, then we write
d,(X" p)-n. If G--Hand p is the identity homomorphism, we shall
write d,(X" G) instead of d,(X’p). Let us denote by pp and
pp natural homomorphisms from Z and Z onto Z respectively,
where k and 3" are positive integers such that 3"k.

Lemma 1. An n-dimensional compact space X is full-dimensional
with respect to R if and only if d,(X" Z)-n.

Proof. For any fully normal space X, the relations d,(X" R)
--dim X and d,(X" Z)--dimX are equivalent. Since R is a field, by
Lemma 5.8, Chap. VIII, the relation D,(X" R)--d,(X" R) is true
for any compact space X.

Lemma 2. An n-dimensional compact space X is full-dimen-
sional with respect to Z(a) if and only if d.(X" pp)-n for the
prime p.

Proof. Let U-- {lI. ]a 9} be a cofinal system of coverings of X
such that the order of each lt. is n. Suppose that X is full-dimen-
sional with respect to Z(%). There exists a pair (A, B) such that
OHn(A, B’Z(%))-lim {Ha(K., L." Z()) II.}, where (K., L.) is the

pair of the nerves of lI and II. is a projection of (K,L) into
(K.,L.) for afl/2. Take a non-zero element c--{c.lae[2}, where
c. is the a-coordinate of the element c. Since H(K., L." Z(%))
H(K.,L." Z))Z(%), there exists an integral cycle b. such that

6) Prof. K. Morita pointed out that the homological dimension with respect to
Qp equals to the cohomological dimension with respect to Rp for every compact space.
See [10, footnote 1)].
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(?),b,=c. for a eg, where is a natural homomorphism of Z into
Z(%) defined by (r)=[p[_p(r); k--l, 2,...} for rZ. Let c.00.
Let m be the positive integer such that the integral cycle b is
divisible by p- but not by p for each flc0. Put d--(1/p’-’).b,
a0. There exists an element fl0 of 9 such that 0:>a0 and d0 is
not divisible by p. Since (pp),(IIo),d-(pp),doO for each
fl_--_-fl0, this shows that d,(X:pp_)-n. Conversely, suppose that
d,(X: pl,p)=n. There exist a pair (A, B) of closed subsets and a
covering ll0 of U such that O-(pp),(IIo),H(K, L: Z)H(Ko,
L0 :Zp) for each /:>a0. The group H(A, B:Z(%)) is the limit group
of the inverse system {H(K, L" Z) [(p[p),(H{), a</ and k<j}.7

Since (p{p),(IIo),H(K, L’Z) is a non-zero finite group for each
flao and k<3, we can conclude that H(A, B:Z(%))-O. Thus, X
is full-dimensional with respect to Z(%).

Lemma :. Let X be an n-dimensional compact space. If d,(X:
Z)=n, then X is full-dimensional with respect to Q for a prime p.

Lemma 4. If a compact space X is full-dimensional with respect
to Z(%), then X is full-dimensional with respect to Q.

Since the relations d,(X: Z(a))-dim X and d,(X: Z)-dim X are
equivalent for any fully normal space X, it is sufficient to prove
Lemma 3.s) Let d,(X: Z)--n. Since each non-zero integral cycle i
a non-zero cycle mod p for some positive integer k, we have d,(X:
Q)=n. Since X is a compact space and Q satisfies the descending
chain condition, we can conclude that X is full-dimensional with re-
spect to Q.

Lemma 5. An n-dimensional compact space X is full-dimen-
sional with respect to Zp if and only if X is full-dimensional with
respect to Z for k--l, 2,...

The proof is obvious. The following lemma is well known _1.
Lemma 6. Let (K, L) be a pair of n-dimensional finite sim-

plicial complexes. Then there exist integral cycles Z and cycles. mod powers of p, of (K, L), such that the set {Z, q} forms a base
of the group Hn(K, L Q); that is, for each cycle c of H(K, L :Q)
there exists a linear combination , tZ+, sO which is congruent
with c rood 1, where t and s are elements of Q.

:. Proof of Theorem. (I) The sufficiency. By [10, Theorem
6, there exists a compact subset A of X such that D,(A:G)=dimX
in case X is full-dimensional with respect to G, where G is one of
the groups R, Z, Z(%) and Q. Thus, the proof is given by the same
way as in the proof of 9, Theorem 1.

7) Cf. [6, Theorem 5.1] or [8, Lemma 9] and [7].
8) By Lemmas 1-4 and Theorem, we can prove Theorem 5 of [10] directly with-

out making use of other theorems of [10].
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(II) The necessity. We shall show that, if none of the con-
ditions (1)-(4) hold, we have dim (X Y)<dim X+dim Y. By Hopf’s
extension theorem [11, Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove that
H/n((A, B) (C, D)" R1)--0 for each pair (A, B) and (C, D) of compact
subsets of Xand Y. Let U={tle} and V={]eF} be cofinal
systems of coverings of X and Y such that the orders of lt and r,
a9 and y eF, are m and n respectively, where m-dimX and
n-dim Y. Let (A,B)and (C,D)be any pairs of compact subsets
of X and Y, (K, L) and (Mr, N) the pairs of the nerves of g and

corresponding to them, H" (K, L)(K, L) and : (M, N)
(Mr, N) projections for afle9 and yeI’ respectively. Let p be
a prime. Fix any elements ao and ro of [2 and F. Let us denote
by Gr the group H+((K, L) (Mr, N) "Q) and by Z the homo-
morphism (H), of G into G for a0a and y0. Each
cycle of G is written in the form q(ZW)+.
+ + t ), where Z, and WJ are integral eyeles,

and are cycles rood powers of the prime p, {ZT,} and
WJ, } are basis of H(K., L. "Q) and H(M, N "Q) respeetively

(el. Lemma 6), "q,, r, s and t are elements of the group Q. Since
the condition (1) is not satisfied, by Lemma 1, there exists either
(a) an element a of O such that (H:o),H(K.,L." Z)--O for any

aa or (b) an element y of F such that (;o),Hn(M, N’Z)--O for
any yr. Let us assume that the case (a) holds. There is no loss
of generality. Then, each element of the group Z0oG.r for any

x0 is written in the form , s(,xWJ)+a00k

If Cg’ is a cycle mod p, we have p". -rs 0 mod 1 for each and
j. Let b be the smallest positive integer such that 0 mod
1 for each h, j and y. Since the condition (4) is not satisfied, Y is
not full-dimensional with respect to Z(%) by Lemma 4. Therefore,
by Lemma 2, there exists an element of F such that each element
of the group (’o),H(Mr, Nr, "Z) is divisible by p. Thus, each ele-

og))ment of the group Z:rrG"r is written in the form Z’0o(
for each aa and . Since the condition (2) is not satisfied, at
least one of the relations D,(X" Z)<m and D,(Y" Z)<n is true.
Suppose that D,(X" Z)<m. Let p be the order of the cycle Cg.
Since the chain t"r(g’XOg) is a cycle mod 1, we have p.ot"r0 rood
1 for each k and y’. Since there exists only a finite number of
g, we can find a positive integer d such that p t"r0 for each
h, k and y. By Lemma 5, there exists an element az of 9 such
that O--(H",H(K.,, ,, L. )H(K., L. ). Then the group
a2Z.0(G.r )is zero. In case the relation D,(Y’Z)<n is true, we

can prove similarly that there exists an element Yz of F such that
z"ro(G.r)-O. Since a0 and Y0 are any elements of O and F, this
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shows that H,/((A, B) (C, D) Q)-O.
clude that H/((A, B) (C, D)" R1)-0.

Since RIJQp, we can con-
This completes the proof.
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